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The Cellulite Get rid of is supposed to answer the questions of 90% of women who suffer from this devastating
condition. The before and after photographs serve as proof there exists a medical cure because of this physical and
emotionally debilitating condition. Its easy to read, informative, entertaining, creative, and witty, thus making such a
difficult subject pleasurable and enlightening.The book is completely color, fully illustrated, contains before and after
photos in each chapter. All of the myths surrounding cellulite are dispelled with very clear scientific facts.
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Disappointed This is not the worst cellulite book I've read but the second worse. Thank you Dr Bisoon for bringing what
was after the secret and distinctive treatments of the wealthy and famous French women. And there is no other option
in the globe that could get gone it at all. It was a sales page for his business and not very helpful at all. Exercise 20-25
minutes every other day9. A Sales Pitch ABOVE ALL ELSE! I am a believer!! Having had first-hand knowledge with
mesotherapy, i believe that the outcomes portrayed aren't typical. Also, mesotherapy can not work well for people who
have previously had liposuction. In case you are interested in investing in mesotherapy, proceed with caution and
become sure to acquire references that you can speak straight with. Dr. The Cellulite Cure- opinion of book The Cellulite
Get rid of by Lionel Bissoon is a well written, very informative book. Nevertheless, I feel the author could have done
better. The synopsis of the publication is this: the get rid of to cellulite is certainly through a number of shots called
mesotherapy. The actual fact that its attainable treatment right now here in the U. It does work, but it does take time.
Take the stairs rather than using elevators10. My legs look a little better, but my butt requirements extra attention
;-)Bissoon did offer me hope that diet plan and exercise does play a significant role (the cosmetic doctor who performed
my mesotherapy said diet plan has no impact). Bissoon gave me brand-new hope and I'll follow his suggestions in the
publication and continue steadily to get more mesotherapy later on.I am giving this reserve a four because overall, I
actually thought Bissoon did a good job in that he gave very clear explanations of what is, and what causes cellulite, but
I currently knew that.He includes a chapter on the anti-cellulite diet plan, but there is absolutely no diet. This
honeycomb pattern gives fat a larger potential for protruding or bulging, thus giving the looks of cottage cheese or the
orange-peel effect. This book explains cellulite and explains mesotherapy but failed to help me control it. He provides
one page where it lists 10 cellulite prevention suggestions; What I like about it is definitely it's a no nonsense tour of
the history of cellulite, the causes and prevention, and ultimately, the cure. Lower the amount of glucose and refined
sugar in your diet2. Increase your intake of leafy green vegetables3. Boost your consumption of fish as a way to obtain
protein4. Consume as much cruciferous vegetables as possible5. While men generally have horizontal or criss-cross
patterns of the compartments, women's compartments are stored in a honeycomb-like design. Eat as very much organic
food as feasible7. I am amazed by the results! I was very disappointed. I had three classes done on the trunk of my thighs
and buttocks. I have experienced Mesotherapy first hands. I was hoping Bissoon would have a chapter illustrating the
best exercises to reduce the looks of cellulite, but there wasn't one. In conclusion, the positives of the book could it be
is very clear, well-written, and easy to read, the photos are great, and the tips are great.the negative is he could have
got given specific exercises, cellulite therapeutic massage tips- since lack of circulation is among the causes of
cellulite. He could have listd foods which combat cellulite (as Dr. Murad has). (Yes, guys get cellulite too as I discovered
in the publication!Mesotherapy does work and I really do recommend it, but exercise and diet can prevent future
cellulite accumulation which is what I'm interested in learning about.. His theory is basically because they consume
whole, natural foods-nothing processed.. Very informative, great to show my patients just before we routine them for
therapy.!] Lipogun Mesotherapy gun Cellulite Treatment with Lipogun Mesotherapy gun: people with unsightly bulges
occasionally are benefited by LipoGun® Mesotherapy.S. Whenever possible, walk rather than drivingA downside of the
publication is that it provides nothing on exercise. Fats cells are sectioned off into compartments that are separated by
connective cells. It started off great getting into a little bit of history with cellulite which I thought was interesting, but
the rest of the reserve him stating this his treatment of mesotherapy may be the only way to eliminate cellulite. They
have already been using it for over 50 years. However he has taken it to a complete new level with his very own
proprietary formulas. A must read for anyone considering any facial rejuvenation or pores and skin issues. Great natural
alternate. EASILY had known that the purpose of this reserve was to market MesoTherapy services, I'd not need
purchased it. The before and after photos appear impressive. Here goes. I decided to try Wise Lipo as I noticed it
reduced fat, tightened pores and skin and as a bonus helped with the overall appearance of Cellulite.The Cellulite Treat
(TM) Too very good to be true? After having a poor result and being remaining with a substantial amount of cellulite. I
searched for the web for help. After a long time I was referred to Dr. Lionel Bissoon's website. Natalie Moreno  This is
why women will develop cellulite than men. I've had opportunity to browse the book and have started Dr. What I was
most thinking about was removing my saddlebags and rejuvenating my face. Honestly, women there is no need to live



another day with the low self-esteem and shame that people carry around with us when we don a bikini or heck even get
intimate. Decrease your consumption of red meats8.! Both from the tremendous amount of info contained in the book
and most of all from Dr. Unlike the additional cellulite books on the market this one is written by the foremost authority
in the U. YOU ARE MY MIRACLE! And I many thanks. I sent their workplace a contact and purchased the reserve. That
underlying problem for 90% folks women out there. -READ The Cellulite Cure BEFORE U BUY INTO Medical operation.
Whats great about any of it is it utilizes all natural substances and brings the essential nutrients and amino acids that
the face is starving for. Eat a diet plan high in soy content6. He displays photos of Amazonian women from all different
age range who are cellulite free. Within a few hours, honestly my prayers had been answered. [. Pictures worthy of a
thousand words.. Not only is this a miracle cure for cellulite nonetheless it actually is very efficient for facial wrinkles
and loose pores and skin. The medicinal agents used during cellulite remedy Mesotherapy directly strike the causative
factors of cellulite production, hence enhancing body metabolism. This treatment gives people a sculpted shape, flatter
tummy and toned thighs. Read the Book, Got the Treatments I love to see dramatic results. And who doesn't want to get
gone their pesky cellulite, specifically given that it's summer and the ones without it are cavorting about. In the
Cellulite Get rid of you see those amazing results from people who had little wish of wearing shorts or also letting their
hip and legs be SEEN in public. they are as follows:1. Bissoon.S. about them. Dr. Lionel Bissoon brought the cellulite
treatment from France to the U. I understand. His consistent results are a combined mix of both his technique and his
proprietary solutions--which many have tried to duplicate. He's had success with a huge selection of ordinary men and
women and also celebrities.I have since sold my copy of this book and am now searching for a cellulite prevention book
which focuses more on diet, exercise, and circulation/stretching to lessen cellulite. Who knew?). Bissoon's Mesotherapy
remedies. I'm 51 so those sagging jowls, droopy eyelids and the start of a double chin, made me look just ordinary tired.
I wanted to appearance as joyful, lively and radiant as Personally i think. So when I went set for a treatment for my face
Dr. Cellulite may be the site of stored fat. LASERS. LOTIONS AND POTIONS!! Women who shop around on this subject
matter should read this publication before committing to surgery or additional treatment because the good news is
there is a potential get rid of which the author is an integral part of. Innovative layout, encouraging information,
thoughtfully presented easy reading. This book sheds positive light on a topic most females hate to aknowledge but are
usually seeking a sure treatment for. The Cellulite Treat offers an indepth explaination of what cellulite can be and why
our anatomies are producing it. Not so insightful of proven natural methods...and that its NOT OUR FAULT.! By composing
this book, Dr. Bissoon has produced us privy to details on treatment that the weathly and beautiful have made discrete
outings to Europe for- as yet!I would recommend this publication to any physician doing mesotherapy An end to all
wrinkles, ideal for your face too ! Do not depend on photos solely. Bissoon has courageously brought the
understanding/discipline of Mesotheropy with him from France-and presents through this book and his practice a
genuine possibility for many ladies to finally rid themselves of cellulite. The actual fact that there surely is a potential
for real relief/cure from this unsightly and demoralizing condition is definitely hopeful in and of itself.Before purchasing
this book I have had some mesotherapy injections to eliminate my cellulite.S., in my opinion, makes it very worthy of
exploration for any one who is viewing their body get into "meltdown".
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